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➢ One-Way Selection

The syntax of one-way selection is:

❑ The statement is executed if the value of the expression is true

❑ The statement is bypassed if the value is false; program goes to the next statement

❑ if is a reserved word
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➢ One-Way Selection (syntax error)
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➢ Example
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Two-way selection takes the form:

❑ If expression is true, statement1 is executed; otherwise, statement2 is executed

❑ statement1 and statement2 are any C++ statements

❑ else is a reserved word

Example→

➢ Two-Way Selection
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Compound statement (block of statements):

➢ Compound (Block of) Statement
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➢ Multiple Selections: Nested if

❑ Nesting: one control statement in another

❑ An else is associated with the most recent if that has not been paired with an else

most efficient method
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➢ Example
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➢ Comparing if…else Statements with a Series of if Statements

First method                                                Second method

➢ Which method is preferred?
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➢ Associativity of Relational Operators: 

Solution:
Sample Runs:

Sample Run 1:

Enter an integer: 5

5 is within 0 and 10.        (correct)

Sample Run 2:

Enter an integer: 20

20 is within 0 and 10.     (incorrect)

Sample Run 3:

Enter an integer: -10

-10 is within 0 and 10.   (incorrect)
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(0 <= num && num <= 10)
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❑ switch structure: alternate to if-else

❑ switch (integral) expression is evaluated first

❑ Value of the expression determines which 
corresponding action is taken

❑ Expression is sometimes called the selector

➢ switch Structures
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❑ One or more statements may follow a case 
label

❑ Braces are not needed to turn multiple 
statements into a single compound statement

❑ The break statement may or may not appear 
after each statement

❑ switch, case, break, and default are reserved 
words

➢ switch Structures (cont.)
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➢ Example
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int main()

{                        int num;

cout << "Enter an integer between 0 and 7: "; 

cin >> num;  

switch(num) 

{

case 0: 

case 1: 

cout << "Learning to use "; 

case 2: 

cout << "C++'s "; 

case 3: 

cout << "switch structure." << endl;

break; 

case 4:

break; 

case 5:

cout << "This program shows the effect "; 

case 6:

case 7:

cout << "of the break statement." << endl;

break; 

default: 

cout << "The number is out of range." << endl; 

}

cout << "Out of the switch structure." << endl;

return 0; 

}

➢ Example  (attention)
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